FRUITBOND
THE ABSORBING PAD FOR FRUIT
AVAILABLE
IN DIFFERENT COLOURS

Compared to the traditional absorbent pads for the fruit, this food absorbent differs
for the production technology used.
The hot-drilling technology combined with the HOT BONDING process allows the
product to absorb more liquid and more quickly, giving technical properties that
make it a leader in its field.
This system ensures perfect drainage of liquids released by the fruit. This product is
available in 2 colours, black and red, and in various absorption capacities; it
guarantees the absorbency of the liquid deriving from the condensation in the pan
head space and from liquid paste directly from the fruits. Another advantage of
FRUITBOND is the mechanical protection of the packed container, giving better
conservation of the fruit.
It is suitable for all types of trays for fruit and for various application processes.

THE FEATURES
ABSORPTION
The special and unique pattern of the pad, created by new technology
assists in the absorption, preventing the return of the liquid and therefore
improving the shelf-life of the product.
PROTECTION
The characteristic bonded surface of the FRUITBOND is useful when the
punnets are exposed on inclinated surfaces.
FLEXIBILITY
When FRUITBOND is positioned on the bottom of the tray, it creates a valid
and soft support that protects the fruit from bumps that can accelerate the
process of deterioration.
FUNCTIONALITY
There is good functionality in regards to how much fluids are able to be
absorbed from direct contact with the food. The FRUITBOND also absorbs by
capillarity, the loose liquid that with other products would remain in the
bottom of the punnet.
DESIGN
The innovative design, combined with the red or black color, enables an
inviting aspect to the customer towards the punnet and the product
contained therein.
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